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marrying a modern point of view with traditional 
indian textile techniques, a pair of los angeles 

siblings create fresh, new designs. 
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“We Want to be original and 
unique in all the designs We do. 
For us, this is liFe, not Work.” 

-Hopie Stockman

inspired by a mix of architecture—specifically 
rajasthan’s marble mosaics and temples—european 
and american artists like alma thomas, sol lewitt and 
Kenneth noland, and their own work as independent 
artists and students, the sisters are constantly evolving. 
this fall, they’ll introduce kantha quilts, dhurrie rugs  
and decorative pillows, which combine the vibrancy of 
india with their modern desert aesthetic. “our textiles 
connect people,” says lily, who got her mfa in studio 
art from nyu and whose paintings are represented  
by gavlak in los angeles. adds hopie, “we want our 
customers to be able to see the faces and hands of  
the artists who make our textiles (and vice versa). it 
motivates us to show up for work every day.” 

i
nspired by a desert vernacular rendered in shades  
of indigo, ochre and terra cotta, lily stockman and 
hopie stockman, the los angeles-based sibling duo 
behind block shop, create authentic and unusual 
textiles, merging traditional indian block-printing 

techniques with a geo-hip spin. fluent and relaxed, the 
sisters’ process is completely collaborative, with each 
feeding off the other’s creativity like an old-school 
mash-up with different degrees of pitch. “this is our 
design vocabulary,” says lily, a painter, who splits her 
time between los angeles and Joshua tree. “it’s like  
a game of sisterly exquisite corpse.” 

each block shop original is handmade in rajasthan, 
india, and thoughtfully conceived; the age-old 
technique of hand-carved block printing and dyeing  
a testament to craft and community. “we want to be 
original and unique in all the designs we do,” says 
hopie. “for us, this is life, not work.” all in all, seven 
people touch each piece in seven days, and the end 
result is a one-of-a-kind textile promoting compositional 
balance and the interaction of color. this, says lily, 
carries over into her painting, too. “if anything, the 
process of block printing informs my paintings,” she 
says. “the slow pace is a way of arriving at new ideas.”

los angeles-based designers lily 
stockman, seated opposite in front 
of one of her paintings, and hopie 
stockman are expanding their line of 
dynamic and colorful textiles to include 
kantha quilts, dhurries and decorative 
pillows. watercolor sketches (above 
and previous pages, left) serve as the 
foundation for their vivid, bold textiles.


